
Powering the future of blockchain application payments

1Statements made in this document are of our own personal opinions and may not reflect opinions of others
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Story

$400B+ of digital liquid currency exists in the form
of cryptocurrencies today

No way for digital applications to accept them with ease

Would be great to execute 10-15 lines of code as a developer and 
begin accepting cryptocurrency 
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Problem

No Practical Cryptocurrency Uses
No easy way for developers to accept and integrate them in a meaningful way 
For example wallets do not communicate out to applications the way application developers need them to 

Wallets live and communicate on-chain whereas applications need multiple information i.e when cryptocurrency was 
paid into an application, how much, by who, what account number, what user, and to update specific data tables etc.

So there needs to be two way communication between an application’s backend and whatever they are interacting with 
on the blockchain whether that be a wallet or smart contract or in our case a payment Scaffold

Needs to be super easy 

As a developer I don’t want to have to learn each blockchain’s language (solidity or rholang) I should be able to code in 
the languages I’m comfortable
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Solution

An End-to-End Decentralized Applications 
Payment Platform

Simple analogy = ‘The first cryptocurrency wallet for applications’

In addition, the components that enable backend centralized code to 
talk to components on blockchain. 

Enabling any application to integrate blockchain 
technology, deploy any payment scheme, accept any 
cryptocurrency and track payment states on the blockchain

Easier for mainstream developers to adopt  cryptocurrency 
technology into their applications
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In a decentralized environment for applications to utilize blockchain 
technology, developers require:

∙Transact and issue a proof of the digital asset issued to their users 
∙Update and interact with their centralized off-chain stack (DB, application layer, etc.)

Developers and applications therefore need on-chain and off-chain infrastructure: 
On-chain infrastructure to handle payments, asset issuance, user authorization (Scaffold, State, Wallet)

Off-chain to update components that are part of a centralized application stack (database, application layer, OPEN API 
made developer friendly, just like Stripe, Twilio, SendGrid APIs)

Solution
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Solution

WHY? MOST APPLICATIONS MAY NOT EVER BE 100% DECENTRALIZED

EXAMPLE: CRYPTO KITTIES 
∙Very much like the early days of the Apple App Store - more applications are coming!
∙$12 million in sales in 2 weeks, in game asset worth $100,000, sparking incentive for developers
∙Challenges: too simple, heavily smart contract reliant, network lag, and gas fees

∙Apps can only be partially open source (‘GeneScience’ smart contract closed source)

NEED FOR OPEN
∙Enables apps to protect, IP, algorithms, sensitive data, operate cheaper and faster
∙Win/Win for the developer, application, end users, the blockchain network and the community
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Validation
● Developers do not want to build out their own blockchain payments infrastructure for their applications.
● APIs simplifying infrastructure for developers win time and time again
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Solution Example
An application like Candy Crush wanting to tap into the  
$400B+ cryptocurrency market

1. Deploy a Scaffold on the blockchain using our 
Scaffold Generator and the OPEN API and SDKs

2. OPEN State is created to track payment of Gems 
and later authorization of payment occurrence 
on blockchain

3. Application receives new user’s payment and 
data via the OPEN State , and can propagate into 
its own database or wherever it needs to go

Developer is happy - he can now use these to pass 
various types of data surrounding their application

User is happy - just paid crypto in their favorite app
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Features and Benefits

DEVELOPER FRIENDLY

∙Accept any cryptocurrency, on 
   any smart contract blockchain 
   using any application payment 
   scheme

∙Developers do not have to build   
   their own infrastructure to 
   connect with off-chain stack 
   (database, app layer, etc)

∙Minimal solidity knowledge 
   required 

BLOCKCHAIN INDUSTRY

∙Provides missing components 
   that wallets do not provide that      
   are required by applications 
   with users

∙Everyday developers can now build 
   tools to enable a host of new ways 
   to accept crypto without worrying 
   about the nitty gritty

∙ Existing applications and 
    d-application developers can use 
    this too

PLATFORM

∙Blockchain Agnostic

∙OPEN can bring developers and 
   their users to multiple blockchains! 

∙Flexible and modular 

 

Technology enabling mainstream application adoption
While utilizing their existing centralized backends
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End User of Applications Benefits
End users receive more digital assets

While developer has larger margins
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FIAT PURCHASE

User:            $10  =  50 Gems 
Margin:      $10 user acquisition cost
                       $ 2   profit / month  

CRYPTOCURRENCY PURCHASE

User:            $10  =  85 Gems 
Margin:      $10 user acquisition cost
                       $ 5   profit / month  



Platform 
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Example Application Architecture
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Example Payment Flow  
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Technology
SCAFFOLD

● On the blockchain point 
of sale
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OPEN STATE
● Encrypted history of 

transaction and its purpose
● Proof of Validity: flexible 

digital asset receipt, user 
access, etc.

API
● Bridge between 

application backend 
and blockchain

OPEN WALLET
● Wallet can 

incorporate a 
decentralized 
exchange and other 
OPEN features



Landscape
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Market Opportunity

Payment platforms focused on applications are significant business - Stripe ($9B), Paypal 
($90B), Braintree ($800m)

Cryptocurrency adoption in applications is a very real potential digital and liquid by nature 

Apple’s App Store processes $28B of in app-payments in 2016
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Market Opportunity

Opportunities for payments processing as blockchain 
is an entirely new protocol

Blockchain as an application platform may act very 
much like mobile did as a platform
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PayPal Mobile Payment Volume Processed 08-12’

$14B  Processed within 4 years 
of new platform

Google Play App Store Number of Apps 09-17’

Rapid developer adoption of the 
platform overtime    



Market Opportunity
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PayPal Payment Volume Mobile Platform Growth - $175 Billion

Early Mover Advantage



Token 

OPEN TOKEN ENABLES THE DEPLOYMENT AND THE ACTIVATION OF PAYMENT SCAFFOLDS ON CHAIN 

PLATFORM
SCALABILITY
3% platform developer growth 
fee (not for profit)

Used to airdrop token to 
incentivize developer 
onboarding

Used to continuously airdrop 
to new application’s user base 
kick starting traction for the 
application

Excess is re-distributed back 
to the contributing developers 

APPLICATION
SECURITY
Application Scaffolds are 
staked for security for both 
spam and Scaffold fraud 
deterrence 

NETWORK 
EFFECTS

OPEN has decided to utilize all 
cryptocurrencies including BTC 
and ETH

By optimizing for developer 
friendliness OPEN appeals 
maximum adoption of the 
platform 

APPLICATION 
ADOPTION

Developer growth attributes 
to additional users, payments, 
transaction growth

Number of applications 
utilizing the infrastructure and 
payments as well effect 
platform growth.
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Scalability

GROWTH OF PLATFORM 
           ∙Developers incentivized in multiple ways to adopt platform 
           ∙Token enables us to help with initial monetization and traffic 
              that applications will need

MARKETPLACE
          ∙Allows us to provide growth and distribution for developers
          ∙Offers immediate traction

DISTRIBUTION AND ONBOARDING
           ∙OPEN Token incentive to developer and users of application 
           ∙Significant developer monetization incentive 
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Token Sale

Distribution
∙50%  3% Bounty / 47% Sale Distribution
∙20%  Developer Adoption Growth Pool
∙20%  Team Partners Advisors 
∙5%     Platform Partners
∙5%     Developer Focused Airdrop/Community Pool

Hardcap and Use of funds

Achieving our grand vision 

To develop platform, fuel developer adoption, provide   
 adoption incentives for scalability and cover initial costs 
 of operation until self sustainable via platform model

Already acquired launch partners to integrate the OPEN’s payment technology 
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Traction
OPEN already has a growing list of partners ready to utilize OPEN for a variety of applications 
by various types of developers:

∙Enterprise: Comprehensive AWS like application for agile development utilizing  

∙Gaming: Dapp developer to utilize OPEN to deploy application to the Ethereum blockchain

∙Fintech: Payments and invoicing application that wants the capability of accepting cryptocurrency on-chain 
                for their developers to pay in cryptocurrencies

Dapp Developer Highlight:
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Facebook 
10,000+

Medium
4,000+

Telegram
40,000

Twitter
20,000+

Strong Community Support

150,000+ Emails



Stay Tuned!

Project Webinar
Technical Webinar
Payment Scaffold Launch
Videos/AMAs
Exciting Announcements


